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INSERVICE EDUCATION: AN "ON-THE-JOB" APPROACH FOCUSING

ON

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

David K. Wallace

(The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author,
and should not be construed as repredenting the opinions of the
Far Wept Teacher Corps Network, the United State Office of Education,
Wayne State University, or the Detroit Piblic Schools.)

For the past two years-, small clusters of teachers in four schools in
the Detroit Public Schools, Region Sixel have pioneered an on-the -job project-
designed to "try-out" several ideas which have been increasingly discussed and
analysed in the literature on inservide oincation. These teachers, along with
preservice *lunation students, School building administrators, inservice
personnel, and university faculty, have helped shape through their participation
a program'that treats inservice education and preservice education as distinct
but related stages, in professional development.

Most important, these modern day teacher-explorers have focused their
attention on familiar territory - namely their own schools and classrooms, and
have begun mapping alternative ways to foster growth and learning for children
and colleagues. Like many reconnaissance expenditions, the going ham! been slow
and often bumpy.

A'VIEW FRO* THE OUTSIDE

What is described here relates to the role of the project coordinator, who
has had, the unique opportunity to view the program as an administrator, "outside"
the various school settings, anitzur inservice - preservice consultant
-"inside" one particular school Certainly the outside view in important
for a general description of major features and processes. of the program, bid
it is What has happened inside, at the building level,-that gives substance
and meaning to those features and processes.

The intent is to examine core elements of the Preservice Inservice
Curriculum' Consortium in which Wayne State University and the Detroit Public
Schools, Region Six are participating, and then take you inside a specific urban
school for a brief look at the organisation and operation of a school level
inservice.program.

'Teacher Participation and Continuous Professional Growth

Philip Jackson, writing about inservice education, describes two contrasting
perspectives about the business of helping teachers improve their work. One
perspective, the "defect" point of view, rests othe assumption "that something
is wrong with the way practicing teachers now operate and the purpose of
in-service trainiagla to set them straight - to repair their defects, so to
speak."2 The other, perspective, the "growth approach" assupesr"that teaching is
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a complex and nultifacted activity about which there is sore to know than can
ever be known by any one person. From this point of view thesotive for learning
more about teaching is not to repair a personal inadequacy-a4 a teacher, but
to seek greater fulfillment as a practitioner of theart."3

The latter perspective, the growth approach, has been an implicit, yet
central element in.ovr inservice thrust. The notion that professional development
in a continuous; life-long growth experience has glowed dimly but persistently,
like "faxfire", in the background of each 'school's iniervice grogram.

Operationally, this approach has been kindled and fueled ty the participation
of teachers in decisions about the inservice activities to be carried on each
.,school setting. In an effort to overcome past practices, whence inservice education
has been designed, planned, and conducted for teachers by persons in autharity,k)
this program has been attempting to increase teacher involvnent in the planning
andmanagenent of their own inservice .activities, in their own schools. Based on
assessments of needs and interests, teachwrshave been making collective and
individual choices about the content and structure of their inservice activities.
At'tipes; they have worked with each other as resource persons, or provided
materials and activities for school level workshops.

The fact that teachers participate in the program for an,exteaded tine
period,'renging from ten weeks to an entire school year, gives them and the
inservioe support teas. tine to develop the procedures, guideline*, and trust
necessary for mutual decision-making. We have found that the process requires
patience and a=willingness to work within franework that encourages and
accepts different professional needs And expectations. This is not something we
all do With ease.

CurriCulun-Levelopment

Curriculum development has cone to mean many things. to many people.
Curriculum development models and curriculum projects have grown so 'rapidly in
recent years, that the educational' marketplace is seeninglyealive with ideas,
activities, :nd approaches for improving teaching and learning. Unfortunately,
moat inservice efforts to improve teaching have not dealt "directly with helping
teachers improve their skiIle in. instruction or become more adept- at planning
and organizing curriculun."51

A major,exphssis in thin project has been for teachers to examine their
curriculum and instructional; programs and identify' specific features they would

' 'like to improve or change. After this examination they work with inservice
consultants onidesignim alarganiming curriculum and instructional modifications
for their classrooms. The g is to develop small modules 'oar 'units.

An important, dimension pf this approach has been that curriculum making
should focus on substantive themes and contexts. For example, in those activities
Where teachers have works:Lon curriculum modifications designed to achieve
literarcy advancement in writing,. speaking, and reading, an effort has been made
to encourage teachers to develop learning activities that utilise concepts and
skills from the disciplines. Simply put, pupils should be reading and writing,
ankapplying math and science skills to "something".

The extent to which teachers have been successful in changing their
curriculum in this way varies from school to school, and from teacher to teacher.
Some have planned, organized and 'used curriculum modules, ,others have incorporated

different activities and materials into their instruction, others have simply tried',
out certain ideas and methods, such as questioning strategies and twainatorning
techniques.



There has been little effort so far to examine the. impact of curriculum
changes on children. Some teachers have tested children td find out if they
understand new concepts, bet there has'been no systematic comparative evaluation
of new and old or different approaches to learning. This does not mean that
teachers and inservice consultants have been lazy or uninterested in this &Urinal=
of curriculum development. Rather, items to reflect the reality that-when
'teachers engage in expabding"theirsikills and understanding'rt cerriculun
developmentduringthe day, for onem two hours per week, it takes a long time
to learn all aspects of curriculum making and evaluation.

a

Collaboration

The notion of various institUtions and individuals working together on
common tasks has been important to the professional education of teachers
for several years. A decade ago, leaders representing a,broad spectrum of
educational agencies examined theMerits of collaboration in a. publication,
Partnershiohltaftr-Edecation. even then, it was a concern that "no' institution
or agency can successfUily go it alone in education-of teachers, either
preservice er-intervice".0 Today, it seems more evident with shrinking be:Usti'
and gnawing pressure for edmcitional accountability, that schools, professional
organizations, state departments, and community agencies need to work together.
The emergence of consortia, networks, and various cooperative arrangements
throughout the country demonstrates the growing opinion that past differences
need to be set aside, and that common goals be pursued through cooperative efforts.

Wayne. State University and the Detroit Public Schools have been leaders
in establishing the spirit of collaboration in the Detroit area. The Team
Internship Program, the Professional Year Program, the Trainers of Teacher Trainers
(TIT) Project, and recently the Detroit Center far Professional Growth and
Development are some of the collaborative prOgrams initiated. by these two urban
institutions.

Out of this tradition of collab6ration the Preservice-Inservice Curriculum
was born: Certain key individuals from the Detroit Public Schools and

Wayne State University, who had been actively involved in the TTT*projects0
efforts to establish field based programs through parity program planning,
facilitated the development of a local network of individuals and institutions
interested in trying out the ideas ie parity decision-making and curriculum and
instructional development in local school settings with inservice and preservice
teachers.

Lacking funds from outaide sources,Tand with an eye toward working in the
mainstream of existing tencher education programs, this small cadre of "movers"
adopted the strategy of infuaioneand focused their attention on Wayne State-Universitys,
field based undergraduate teacher education program, Interdisciplinary Teacher
Education (I.T.E.). Professors and school personnel in the cadre, who had been
working together in the program in Detroit Region Six for some time,
saw the on-going structure.. of I.T.E. as as opportunity to provide resources and
support to teachers in schools when I.T.L students were clustered, and to
explore: the merits of &Coordinated inset-rice preservice approach.

Prom the outset, the project has operated on funds.abd resources contributed
by each participating institution. The time spent by teachers, university'
professors, inservice consultants in the project has been Part of their regular
institutional commitment. No special funds have been allocated to pay for school
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level partiCipatiOn. Support from community agencies, such as automobile and
newspaper companies in. Detroit, has been in the fors of consultant help awl_
visits by teachers and inservice staff to corporate facilities. Collaboration
in this project has been "grass roots" collaboration, with each participating
institution providing resources and personnel.

First Steps

At the outset of the firit year (1974-1975), the university and school
system "Emirs" in the LTA; program presented' the broad concept of a preserving-
inservice school based program to principals and assistant principals of Region
Six schools in which the I.T.E. program was operating, and to a few other,
principals who were recommended by the Region Six central administration. General
goals and a tentative plan of action were discussed at the meeting. The plan
called for identifying three or four schools iniihirt clusters of teachers
(three to eight teachers in each building) wanted to work on improving their
curriculum through a school based inservice program. They also needed to be
.interested in working with a preservice education student. Meagre' participation
was to be. voluntary, not assigned. It was suggeited that adainistrators invite
teachers who light be interested in working on an integrated approach in social
studies. (The focus shifted to all the discipline areas in the ascend year, 1975 -
1976). Finally, it was recommended that each teacher make acommitaant to
participate for the entire school year, with the option to withdraw at anytime.

.Following the orientation meeting, the building adainistritors extended
Invitations to, teachers in their schools. From among the schoolsrepresented at
the orientation meeting, three expressed an interest to participate. Two middle

schools had clusters of fbur teachers each, and an elementary school had a

cluster of three teachers.

Later in the first year, and throughout the second year, a few teachers
withdrew from the project and several new teachers in each of,the three buildings

joined the project, A cluster of teachers in a fourth school joined the project

in the second year.
It is not altogether clear why sone teachers have withdrawn. In two or

three cases, the teadhers said they had been coercedoto join, ani got involved
only to please a department head or principal. Others have indicated the
grogram failed to meet their needs. By IR large, however, most of the teachers

who have entered the program have continued to participate because they feel,

it is worthwhile. Most have experienced frustration and confusion along with
success, and have directed their experiences toward improving the operation of

the program in each school setting.

A VIEW FROM THE INSIDE
a

Working for two years in an urban school with teachers and undergraduate
education students has provided insight into how to organise and operate a school
based isservies - preservice program.. What follows is a description of the'
school setting; ani the program's structure within the school.
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The School Setting

The elementary school described here is essentially like most urban schools.
'Physically,.the building is a large, two story trick structure, constructed
several decades ago. The rooms are soden:to size with hardwood floors and high.
ceilings, and the walls are painted either a pale green or beige. Desks are
arranged for the most part in rows to accosodate up to thirty six pupils. There
is limited space for storage and display of materials. The halls are long and
lined with lockers. Approximately eleven hundred children attend the school,
and there are forty nine teadhere,o4 the faculty. The school administration incudes
a principal and assistant principal.

From conversations with the principal during the first week of the program,
it was revealed;

That inservice experiences for teacherswere
workshops an seminars held away from the school.

That regularly scheduled curriculum days in the school
were usually devoted to planning and evaluating achievement
objectives (all schools in Detroit are reqiirei to devise and
evaluate achievement plans every year).

That there was little time or opportunity for teachers
to work,individually or cooperatively on curriculum
during the regular school schedule.

That some teachers had supervised Wayne State student
teachers and I.T.E. students, and that the school staff
was generally supportive of working with perservice
students.

The Organizational Structure
\

Within this school setting, the following structure for carrying on
continuous inservice and preservice activities has been created. The number
of teachers participating in the program has expanded from three (the original
cluster) to eleven.

The Instructional Teem-: Undergraduate students who
volunteer to participate in the program as assistant teachers,
are placed with classroom teachers who have volunteered tot:
work on improving instruction in their classrooms. They
plan and teach together basing eon, of their instruction on
experimental plans developed with the service tea.

The Service Team: A university professor and a school system
supervisor "live in" the school one full day every week
following initial orientation meetings when teachers describe
their needs and interests, and formulate objectives for
accomplishing the Improvements they want .to make.
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The governance of this building level inservice program is lodged in the
collaborative structure of the weekly seminar in which teachers and the service
teas work together in planning and developing resources for inservice activities.
Decisions regarding instructional team goals and objectives are made in three-
way conferences (classroom teacher, assistant teacher, university professor,

-or school diStrict consultant). The conferences also provide an opportunity for
the service teas to help assistant teachers analyse their teaching.

REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

An initial discovery made in this setting is that teachers have little
experience working in the roles of "co-teacher" and "curriculum developer,"
and that it takes a great deal of time to get comfortable4n those roles.
Teachers, whO had worked with student teachers in the pest, initially perceived
their role to be an observer- critic, rather than a co-teacher, who plans and
teaches cooperatively uith a co-teacher, (an assistant teacher). Furthermore,
they had sever experienced leaving their classroom with the assistant teacher in
charge for an extended time period, in order to meet in an inservice seminar to
work an curriculum development. Those teachers who had never worked with
student teachers were confounded at times by the conflict between autonomous
teaching (something they had down all their livee)and co-teaching. Most of
the teachers were seemingly unsure about hoe to develop curriculun. On several
accessions teachers expressed their concern about the lack of adequate preparation
for working in those roles. Xven with the creation of a handbook, which included
role descriptions and suggested expectations, teachers found that becoming
effective in these roles was a difficult task. It has been recommended by
several teachers, that next year before school begins, the Consortium conduct a
workshop where teachers can model and simulate skills necessary for co-teaching
and curriculum development.

A\factorothich has emerged as crucial to the nurturing of growth for
inservice teachers, preservice teachers, university faculty, and inservice
consultants, is the need for establishiilg and maintaining mechanisms for inter-.... ts
personal communication. The seminars and thrwwayconferences have been
helpful. But all participants, especially the inservice team, need to encourage
interpersonal relations that are open and free. The assistant teachers and the
inservice teachers must feel free to tryout new ideas and activities, and feel
confident in the trust they have placed in the service team to give them
feedback which is non- thrusting and constructive. Furthermore, there is a need
to provide feedback which validates that what a person is doing in curriculum and
instruction is appropriate, and productive. 1

The two prindipleepthat seem to have been the most significant throughout these
two years, have been patience and a willingness to spend time: The daily "press"
in this urbur school, as in others, seer to sap time and energy. Working together
only an hour or two per week seems too short a period of time to accomplish much.But, because all of us have been patient, and made the commitment to work in
this kind'of a program for a long time, we have been able to bring about small
changes, aid are.aptimstic abOut the future.
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